
ANNUAL PROGRAM PLANNING WORKSHEET (APPW) 

Program:  Legal Studies/Paralegal Planning Year:  2013 Last Year CPPR Completed:  2010 
 
Unit:  Business Education Cluster:  Work Force/Economic Development  
Next Scheduled CPPR:  2014 

NARRATIVE:  APPW  

Use the following narrative outline and be brief and concise:   

I. Program-Level Outcomes:  List the outcomes established for your program. 

 
A.A. Legal Studies: Business Emphasis 
Outcome #1: Identify different sources and types of law and how law is created, changed, and 
classified. 
Outcome #2: Recognize different theoretical perspectives on the law and functions law serves 
in society. 
Outcome #3: Describe the legal decision-making process used to analyze and decide legal 
cases. 
Outcome #4: Recognize the impact that law and legal institutions have on political and 
governmental institutions. 
Outcome #5: Discuss the impact that law and legal institutions have on economic systems and 
business. 
 
A.A. Legal Studies: Social Science Emphasis 
Outcome #1: Identify different sources and types of law and how law is created, changed, and 
classified. 
Outcome #2: Recognize different theoretical perspectives on the law and functions law serves 
in society. 
Outcome #3: Describe the legal decision-making process used to analyze and decide legal 
cases. 
Outcome #4: Recognize the impact that law and legal institutions have on political and 
governmental institutions. 
Outcome #5: Discuss the impact that law and legal institutions have on different social groups 
and society as a whole. 
 
A.A., C.A. Paralegal  
Outcome #1: Perform different law office management functions such as correspondence, 
billing and financial management, file and record management, and library management. 
Outcome #2: Prepare and interpret various legal documents, including both litigation and non-
litigation documents. 
Outcome #3: Conduct library and computerized legal research. 
Outcome #4: Discuss and explain the different subject areas of the law, including civil and 
criminal law. 



Outcome #5: Conduct themselves in an appropriate and ethical manner in the professional 
setting of the workplace. 
 

II. Program Progress towards Institutional Goals and Objectives:  Identify how your program, 
within the past year, has helped the district achieve its Institutional Goals and Objectives 
and provide data or evidence that demonstrates the progress.   
 
Institutional Goal 1:  San Luis Obispo County Community College District will enhance its 
programs and services to promote students’ successful completion of transfer 
requirements, degrees, certificates, and courses. 
Institutional Objective 1.1:  Increase the percentage of transfer-directed students who are 
transfer prepared by 2% annually 
 
The Legal Studies Social Science Emphasis degree is a popular “liberal arts” style degree 
with emphasis in social sciences and law for students considering transferring into 4 year 
pre law majors. 
 
The Legal Studies Business Emphasis degree is a popular dual degree for students 
transferring into 4 year business majors and pre law majors. 
The Legal Studies degree program helps fulfill the College’s transfer goal by giving students 
two desirable options for transfer at low cost to the College since all of the courses are 
“repackaged” from other existing degrees. 
 
Institutional Goal 2:  San Luis Obispo County Community College District will build a 
sustainable base of enrollment by effectively responding to the needs of its local service 
area. 
Institutional Objective 2.1:  Increase the capture rate of the local 24 – 40 age cohort by 2:% 
annually 
 
The Paralegal degree program is uniquely suited to increase the capture rate of the above 
demographic and in particular female reentry students. The Paralegal degree program is 
attractive to reentry students because it is one of the few remaining programs at Cuesta 
College that prepare students for professional level employment and wages in an office 
setting at the community college level.  
 
Institutional Objective 2.2:  Increase the local high school capture rate by 2% annually 
 
The Paralegal and Legal Studies degree programs support this institutional objective by 
participation in local high school outreach functions such as career day functions and the 
upcoming San Luis Obispo High School Cuesta College Night. 
 
Institutional Goal 5:  San Luis Obispo County Community College District will strengthen 
its partnerships with local educational institutions, civic organizations, businesses, and 
industries. 



Institutional Objective 5.1:  Increase participation at district events for business and civic 
leaders 
 
The Paralegal Program supports this institutional goal and objective to create community 
partnerships and satisfy community needs while providing good community public relations 
for Cuesta College. This goal and objective is supported by Cuesta College representation at 
community outreach functions including SLO County Bar Meetings, Women’s Bar 
Association Meetings, and San Luis Obispo Paralegal Association Meetings.  In addition the 
lead instructor for the Paralegal Program maintains contact with the local legal community 
through membership in the San Luis Obispo Bar Association and serving on the executive 
board of the San Luis Obispo County Mock Trial Program. 
 
Consistent community contact is also achieved through the Paralegal Program Advisory 
Committee which is comprised of a number of highly regarded professionals from both the 
public and private sector. The Advisory Committee includes members from the legal 
profession, both attorneys and paralegals, and members from related fields such as the 
County Clerk/Recorder and the San Luis Obispo Court Executive Administrator. The inclusion 
of members from diverse professional fields helps implement one of the key goals of the 
Program which is to prepare students for a variety of job opportunities including, but not 
limited to, employment in the legal profession.  
 
Institutional Objective 5.2:  Increase participation at district events for K-12 districts and 
universities.  
 
The Paralegal and Legal Studies degree programs support this institutional objective by such 
community outreach functions as participation in Tech Fair at Cuesta College and local high 
school outreach functions such as career day functions and the upcoming San Luis Obispo 
High School community college night. 

 

III. Program Progress towards Program-Level Objectives:  Identify the progress that your 
program has made, within the past year, towards achieving program-specific objectives that 
were identified in your program’s most recent Comprehensive Program Planning and 
Review document and provide data or evidence that demonstrates the progress. 
 
The Legal Studies degree program had not been considered a program for purposes of 
preparing a Comprehensive Program Planning and Review document in the past. As such, 
there have been no program-specific objectives identified for the degree program. 
However, the Legal Studies degree program as a whole, as mentioned above, supports 
Institutional Goal 1 and Institutional Objective 1.1. The Legal Studies degree program is 
currently scheduled for a CPPR in 2015-2016.  
 
As mentioned in the spring 2012 Legal Studies Course or Program Assessment Summary 
(CPAS), it is clear to this author that a college wide rubric needs to be established with 
regard to the assessment of interdisciplinary degrees such as Legal Studies and the progress 



made toward program objectives. 
 
With regard to the Paralegal degree program, the most relevant discussion of progress 
towards achieving program-specific objectives may be found in the Paralegal CPAS 
completed in spring 2013. As discussed in the Recommended Changes & Plans for 
Implementation of Improvements section, the results of the program-level student self 
survey indicate that the courses in the Paralegal degree program overall provide a solid 
basis for the Paralegal students to achieve the stated Paralegal program-specific objectives.  
 
Areas of concern included the lower level of confidence students had in conducting library 
and computerized legal research (Paralegal PLO #3)which, as previously mentioned may be 
due to the fact that the primary course involved, LGL 220 (Legal Research and Writing), is a 
difficult course and is generally viewed as one of the most difficult courses in the Program. 
As mentioned in the CPAS for LGL 220, the skills introduced in that course evolve over time 
once the student becomes a practicing paralegal and it is not practical to address this issue 
as other larger colleges do by offering a second semester of legal research. The other area 
of concern was the lower level of confidence in performing different law office 
management functions (Paralegal PLO #1) which will be partially addressed by the adoption 
of new text in PLGL 201 (Introduction to Paralegal).  A more advanced course, PLGL 205 
(Civil Litigation and Procedure), was recently revised to reinforce these skills as well. In 
addition to these changes, a new course, Technology in the Law Office, will be added to the 
Paralegal degree program next year and it will specifically address such areas as law office 
management and the use of management software as well provide more in depth coverage 
of computerized legal research than is possible in LGL 220. 

IV. Institutional Measurements/Data:  Analyze the institutional, program and site specific 
measurements (data and evidence) that are most relevant to your current program status. 
 
There have been ongoing issues in measuring program data in the Paralegal and Legal 
Studies degrees in part because of the course prefix designations as LGL or PLGL. FTES/FTEF 
numbers were specially calculated to include all of the PLGL and LGL courses (except LGL 
217 and data for LGL 220 were not available) that are part of the Paralegal Program. 
FTES/FTEF numbers for LGL 217 were calculated separately as the only class in this area that 
is part of the Legal Studies Program. This is not a perfect solution to accurately determining 
the FTES/FTEF numbers for these two programs since LGL 217 serves both the Paralegal and 
Legal Studies Programs. However, the data are more accurate than what has been reported 
in the past.  
 
 
 
Paralegal Program FTES/FTEF Data 

LGL/PLGL Courses FTES/FTEF     

  
2008-
2009 

2009-
2010 

2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

Sum of 
Field1 10.50282 13.33121 13.27528 15.72667 



 
Legal Studies Program FTES/FTEF Data 

LGL 217 FTES/FTEF  
   

 
Column Labels 

  
 

08/09 09/10 10/11 11/12 
Sum of 
Field1 20.96666667 19.175 17.825 17.45 

 
Numbers of Degrees Awarded in Paralegal and Legal Studies Programs 

 
 

V. Program Outcomes Assessment and Improvements:     

 Attach an assessment cycle calendar for your program. 

 (See Attachment A) 

 Summarize recent assessment efforts and assessment methods within the program (You 
may attach recent program-level CPAS in lieu of this narrative).   

 (See Attachments B, C, and D) 

 Briefly summarize program improvements or changes that have been implemented 
since the last APPW or CPPR.  (You may attach recent program-level CPAS in lieu of this 
narrative). 

 (See Attachments B, C, and D) 

 Identify and describe any budget requests that are related to student learning outcomes 
assessment results or institutional/programmatic objectives. 

 The following are the program funding requests for the 2013 – 2014 school year. 
 

  
 
  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

           Row Labels 2007- 
2008 

2008- 
2009 

2009- 
2010 

2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

          AA/CA Paralegal 7 4 2 4 9 

         AA Legal Studies 12 5 11 18 15 

a) Legal Solutions Annual 

Renewal  

$565 

b) Lexis/Nexis subscription 

renewal 

$2,100/ 1 year 

subscription 

split with 

Engineering 

and 

Technology 

Division 



The funding request for the Legal Solutions Annual Renewal is made to support student 
learning outcomes in:  
PLGL 205: Explain the proper preparation of different pleadings, judicial forms and litigation 
documents.  
Prepare proper pleadings, judicial forms and litigation documents in the areas of pretrial 
procedures, discovery procedures, trial procedures, and post trial procedures.  
LGL (PLGL) 206:  Demonstrate knowledge of the appropriate legal application software by 
utilizing   the software in the preparation of forms and documents relevant to business 
organizations. 
 LGL (PLGL) 207: Prepare proper judicial forms and legal documents under California Family 
Law in such areas as adoption, child support and custody, and marital and alternative 
relationships. 
Demonstrate knowledge of the appropriate legal application software by  utilizing the 
software   in the preparation of forms and documents relevant to family law. 
 LGL (PLGL) 208: Prepare proper judicial forms and legal documents in estate planning 
including wills and trusts, in estate administration including formal probate and summary 
proceedings as well as forms and documents relevant to powers of attorney and 
conservatorship proceedings. 
Demonstrate knowledge of the appropriate legal application software by utilizing the 
software in the preparation of forms and documents relevant to estate planning and 
administration. 
As can be seen these courses require students to demonstrate mastery of legal forms and 
software used in their respective legal practice areas.  
 
The funding requests for Lexis/Nexis subscription renewal are used to support student 
learning outcomes in LGL (PLGL) 220 which were assessed by student survey in spring, 2012 
including: 
Identify, describe, and distinguish the most common types of primary and secondary legal   
research materials. 
Develop different research strategies which can be utilized to greatest effect depending on 
the specific legal issues presented using both print and computerized resources. 
By having these research resources available to student on campus, it increases their 
confidence in identifying different types of research materials (both print and electronic) 
and practice in developing different research strategies which was the student learning 
outcome that students felt least confident about mastering in LGL 220.  

 

VI. Program Development/Forecasting for the next academic year: 
Create a short narrative describing the following development forecasting elements, 
indicating how they support efforts to achieve program outcomes and/or institutional goals 
and objectives (where applicable): 

 New or modified action steps for achieving Institutional Goals and Objectives 
(See discussion under Section II – Program Progress towards Program-Level Objectives) 

 New or modified action steps for achieving program outcomes 
(See discussion under Section III – Progress towards Program-Level Objectives) 



 Anticipated changes in curriculum and scheduling: 
LGL 222 (Tort and Insurance Law) has been deactivated to increase enrollment efficiency 
in the remaining Paralegal Program elective courses 
All Paralegal Program specific courses will now carry a PLGL designation to simplify 
enrollment data collection and clarify TOP Code designation 
CAOA 123 (Business English) will be dropped as a required course 
A new required paralegal course will be added entitled “Technology in the Law” to 
address concerns previously mentioned (Section III) in such areas as law office 
management and the use of management software as well as provide more in depth 
coverage of computerized legal research than is possible in LGL 220. 
 

 Levels or delivery of support services 
N/A 

 Facilities changes 
N/A 

 Staffing projections 
One of the current paralegal instructors is retiring at the end of spring semester 2013 
and it is anticipated that interviews to replace this instructor and establish a current 
pool of paralegal instructors will occur sometime this spring to staff the fall courses left 
vacant by the instructor’s retirement. 

 Strategies for responding to the predicted budget and FTES target for the next academic 
year 
As mentioned previously, LGL 222 will be discontinued next year and gains in FTES/FTEF 
are expected as a result. 
LGL 217 has been cut back to one section per semester and the class cap has been 
increased from 35 to 40. 

UNIT PLAN 

Unit:  Paralegal/Legal Studies Cluster:  Workforce Development Planning Year:  2013 
 

NARRATIVE:  UNIT PLAN 

The Unit Plan ties program review to resource allocation.  For this first segment of the Unit 
Plan, write a narrative analysis of the fiscal assumptions and needs for your 
division/department for the upcoming year (e.g.  Continued categorical funding, support staff 
not funded, etc.). 
 
Resource allocation specific to the Paralegal/Legal Studies Programs has already been discussed 
under Section V (Program Outcomes Assessment and Improvements) with regard to program 
funding requests. It is contemplated that these funding requests will be met through Business 
Divisions general funds and that any new program funding requests in connection with the 
proposed Technology and the Law course (which cannot be accurately quantified at this point 
in time) will come initially from CTE funds in the next funding cycle. 



 
EXCEL WORKSHEETS:  UNIT PLAN  

For the remainder of the Unit Plan, complete the following Excel Worksheets: 

 Prior Year Unit Plan Worksheet — Prior Year Unit Funding Requests 

 Personnel Requests Unit Plan Worksheet — Personnel Funding Requests 

 Supplies Requests Unit Plan Worksheet — Supplies Funding Requests 

 Equipment Requests Unit Plan Worksheet – Equipment Funding Requests 

 Facility Requests Unit Plan Worksheet — Facility Funding Requests 

 Technology Unit Plan Worksheet – Technology Funding Requests 

 Top 10 Priorities Unit Plan Worksheet — Prioritized List of Top 10 Immediate Unit Needs 
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